Abstract—This paper proposes a robotic walker system with standing, walking and seating assistance function. Our system focuses on domestic use for aged person who needs nursing in their daily life. Our key ideas are two topics. The first topic is combination of standing assistance function and walking assistance function. In previous works, many assistance devices are specialized in only "standing-up operation" or "walking operation". However, in their daily life, elderly people need standing, walking and seating assistance continuously by the same device. Therefore, our developing assistance system can support both operations by a small sized mechanism which is easy to use in the home. The second topic is a seating position adjustment assistance. From questionnaires of nursing specialists, a seating position adjustment requires the elderly people to walk backward and it is difficult operation for them. Furthermore, in many cases, a failure of this operation causes a fracture which has high risk to fall into bedridden life. Thus, our developing system can assist the aged users to adjust the seating position safety. The performance of our proposed system is verified by experiments using our prototype.

I. Introduction

In Japan, the population ratio of senior citizen who is 65 years old or more exceeds 22% at February 2009 and rapid aging in Japanese society will advance in the future [1]. In aging society, many elderly people cannot perform normal daily household, work related and recreational activities because of decrease in force generating capacity of their body. Today, the 23.5% of elderly person who does not stay at the hospital cannot perform daily life without nursing by other people [2]. For their independent life, they need a domestic assistance system which enable them to perform daily activities alone easily even if their physical strength reduces.

Usually, their daily activities consist of standing, walking and seating operation continuously. Especially, standing up motion is the most serious and important operation in daily life for elderly person who doesn’t have enough physical strength [3][4]. In typical bad case, elderly person who doesn’t have enough physical strength will cannot operate standing up motion and will falls into the wheelchair life or bedridden life. Furthermore, if once elderly person falls into such life, the decrease of physical strength will be promoted because he will not use his own physical strength [5].

In previous works, many researchers developed assistance devices for standing up motion [6][7]. However, these devices are large scale and they are specialized in only “standing assistance”. Therefore, the patient has to use other assistance device for their daily activities, for example when they want to walk after standing operation, and these devices are not suitable for family use. Furthermore, these devices assist all necessary power for standing up and they do not discuss the using the remaining physical strength of patients. Thus, there is a risk of promoting the decrease of their physical strength. On the other hand, devices based on the walking assistance system which can assist the standing and walking operation are developed [8][9]. However in these devices, the patient has to maintain his body posture using his physical strength and it is difficult operation for elderly.

Therefore, we are developing a rehabilitation walker system with standing assistance device which uses a part of the remaining strength of the patient in order not to reduce their muscular strength. Our system is based on a walker which is popular assistance device for aged person in normal daily life and realizes the standing motion using the support pad which is actuated by novel manipulator with three degrees of freedom.

From pinions of nursing specialists, required functions for daily assistance are (1) the standing assistance which uses a remaining physical strength of the patient maximally, (2) the posture assistance for safety and stability condition during standing, walking and seating assistance continuously, (3) the position adjustment assistance especially before seating and (4) the seating assistance to a target chair. In our previous work, we developed a force assistance scheme which realizes function (1) [10]. Therefore, in next step, for realizing function (2) and (3), we develop an active walker system. Please note function (4) will be future work.

In this paper, our key ideas are the following two topics. First topic is a novel stability control scheme during standing up motion using the active walker function. Our active walker coordinates the assisting position cooperating the standing assistance manipulator according to the posture of the patient. Second topic is a seating position adjustment scheme using interactive assistance. Usually, an adjustment operation of the accurate position is difficult for elderly people and this operation has high risk of falling down [11]. Therefore, this function is most important for walking assistance systems.
II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

A. Assistance Mechanism

Fig.1 shows overview of our proposed assistance system. Our system consists of a support pad with three degrees of freedom and an active walker system. The support pad is actuated by proposed assistance manipulator mechanism with four parallel linkages. The patient leans on this pad during standing assistance. Our active walker is actuated by two brushless motors on each front wheel. (We discuss in next paragraph.) Fig.2 shows our prototype. Our prototype can lift up the patient of 1.8[m] height and 150[kg] weight maximum, and it can assist him during walking using actuated wheels.

Fig.3 shows our developed support pad based on the opinions of nursing specialists at a welfare event [12]. The support pad consists of the pad with low repulsion cushion and arm holders with handles. In general, a fear of falling forward during standing motion reduces the standing ability of elderly person [13]. Using this pad, a patient can maintain his posture easily during standing up motion without a fear of falling forward. Furthermore, the pad has two force sensors in its body (We discuss in section 3.). Our assistance system can measure its applied force and can estimate a body balance of the patient during standing up motion using these sensors.

B. Controller

Our developed control system is shown in Fig.4. Our assistance walker consists of two parts, a standing assistance system and an active walker system. The standing assistance system has three DC motors and three potentiometers in each joint and two force sensors on the arm holder. Motors are connected each joint using worm gears, thus, our manipulator can maintain its posture even if system power is down.

The active walker system has two Maxson brushless EC motors and two electromagnetic brakes in each front wheel. ((1) and (2) in Fig.2 (b)) Electromagnetic brakes can stop the walker when the patient seems to fall down. This break can hold the walker when it assists the 150[kg] weight patient maximum. These EC motors can operate with traction force limitation and can follow when the patient push the walker against to the advance direction. These advantageous characteristics are useful for the active walker considering safety reason.

Our system has two laser range finders which can measure objects within 4[m] and wireless LAN adapter. The system can receive its position data at real time from the indoor positioning system which is equipped in the patient’s room. (We discuss in section 4 closely.)

C. Problem Specification

We questions to nursing specialists about required assistance for aged people in their daily life. Their results are the followings.

- Aged person requires standing, walking and seating assistance continuously by a same device. In typical required case, he stands up from the bed, he walks to the toilet and he sits on it by himself using the assistance system.
III. BODY STABILITY CONTROL

A. Motion by Nursing Specialists

In previous study, many standing up motions for assistance are proposed. Kamiya [14] proposed the standing up motion which uses remaining physical strength of the patients based on her experience as nursing specialist. Fig.5(a) shows the standing up motion which Kamiya proposes.

In our previous work, we analyze this standing up motion and find that Kamiya scheme is effective to enable standing up motion with smaller load [15]. We assume the standing up motion is symmetrical and we discuss the motion as movement of the linkages model on 2D plane [16]. We measure the angular values among the linkages, which reflect the relationship of body segments. The angular value is derived using the body landmark as shown in Fig.5(b).

In order to realize the Kamiya scheme, the trunk needs to incline to forward direction during lifting up from chair as shown in Fig.6(a). Y-axis shows the angular value (Pelvis and trunk, knee, ankle) and X-axis shows the movement pattern [4] which means the ratio of standing up operation as (1). Fig 6(b) shows the position of the patient’s center of gravity (COG) which indicates the body balance of the patient during standing up motion.

\[ \ddot{\theta} = \frac{t}{t_s} \]  (1)

where \( t_s \) is required time to the standing up operation and \( t \) is present time.

![Fig. 5. Standing-up motion with Kamiya scheme.](image)

(a) Assistance Motion  (b) Coordination

\( \theta_1 \) shows the angular of the pelvis and the trunk.
\( \theta_2 \) and \( \theta_3 \) show the angular of the knee and the ankle, respectively.

![Fig. 6. Analysis result of standing-up motion with Kamiya scheme.](image)

(a) Angular value  (b) Position of COG

Foot size of human model is 0.26[m] and his foot area is shown by red arrow in (b). Before 25[%] movement pattern, he still sits on a chair.

Generally, inclining the trunk reduces the load of knee during standing up [17]. Furthermore, the position of the patient’s center of gravity (COG) is in areas of his foot (±0.13[m]) during standing up operation. This means his body balance is maintained. Therefore, this motion is useful for elderly person who doesn't have enough physical strength.

B. Required Condition

In standing up motion of Kamiya scheme, we can divide the standing up motion into four phases [16]. In first phase, the patient inclines his trunk to forward direction. In second phase, he lifts off from the chair and in third phase (as shown in Fig.5(a)), he lifts the body. In fourth phase, he extends his knee joint completely and ends the standing up motion.

In previous study, for realizing the motion of Kamiya scheme [15], the conditions are discussed as follows.

- In third phase, it is required to reduce the knee load.
- In other phases, it is required to maintain the standing up motion with stably posture.

Thus, in our previous work, the assistance manipulator uses a damping control in third phase and in other phases, it uses a position control [10]. Using this scheme, the patient’s load reduces in third phase and in other phases, the patient is required to use own physical strength. The reference of position control is based on the standing up motion of nursing specialist as Fig.6(a) and the body posture of the patient is maintained during standing up operation. However, in third phase, our assistance system uses a damping control and it cannot guarantee his body balance.

Therefore, it is required to maintain his body balance during standing up motion using the active walker function.

C. Force Control of Active Walker

For realizing the required condition, we maintain the COG of the patient as an index of body balance. We use PID controller as (2) and coordinate the COG. The coordination of our system is shown in Fig.7.

\[ \tau = k_p e + k_i \int e \, dt + k_d \frac{de}{dt} \]  (2)

\[ e = x_{COG} - x^0_{COG} \]  (3)
\[ \mathbf{x}_{\text{COG}}^{\text{ref}} = \left[ x_{\text{COG}}^{\text{ref}}(0), \ldots, x_{\text{COG}}^{\text{ref}}(\hat{\tau}), \ldots, x_{\text{COG}}^{\text{ref}}(1) \right]^T \]  

\[ \tau_{\text{out}} = \begin{cases} \tau & (|\tau| < \tau_0) \\ \tau_0 & (|\tau| \geq \tau_0) \end{cases} \]

where \( \tau \) is force reference of the active walker and \( x_{\text{COG}}^{\text{ref}} \) is the actual position of COG. \( x_{\text{COG}}^{\text{ref}} \) is the position reference of COG (Fig.6(b)) and it is function of the movement pattern \( \dot{s} \) as (4). \( k_1, k_2, k_3 \) are proportional, integral and derivative gain of PID controller, respectively.

\( \tau_{\text{out}} \) is actual output force of the active walker as (5). For safety reason, output force is limited to \( \tau_0 \).

IV. SEAT POSITION ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

A. Required Condition

In general, a failure of sit down has high risk factors for a falling down [19]. Therefore, we questions to nursing specialists on a required assistance for aged people when they move in their home. Their results are the followings.

- Usually, a patient should walk using a walker without force assistance for his rehabilitation.
- However, it is difficult for him to walk backward with exact position enough for seating. Therefore, system should assist this operation part.
- System should assist him with his operation speed for safety reason. Too strong assistance causes his falling from the walker.

For maximizing a rehabilitation performance, the patient walks himself and the system specializes only a seating position adjustment assistance.

B. Assistance Algorithm

For realizing the previous condition, we proposed the following algorithm. The flow chat is as shown in Fig.9. The system is inputted the position and shape data of target chair, bed and toilet etc in the room.

- System assists only for adjusting the seating position.
  The user walks by him near the chair, which they want to sit on as Fig.10, and starts the assistance system.
- System receives its position using our developed indoor positioning system [20] and detects nearest chair (or bed, toilet) as target.
- System scans around the walker and finds the target using suitable LRF. (In case of Fig.10, LRF1 is suitable. The system detects the target using its shape data [21].)
- If the system finds the target chair, it assists him to the seating position in front of the target chair.
- If the system cannot find the target chair, it announces the user to go around the target chair.

We use our indoor positioning system which uses infrared LED [20]. The system detects infrared LEDs on the walker by the CCD camera with infrared filter on ceiling as Fig.10 and calculates its position using kinematics. The controller of the walker receives its poison data from the server by CORBA network. Using infrared filter, the system is robust and the privacy of the patient is protected because the system only can detect the infrared LEDs. Furthermore, our positioning system can be used in entire room, therefore it will be suitable.
for room guidance system. (In our future work.)

Our assistance scheme works only at “seating position adjustment”, therefore, system requires the patient to move to the target closely. This concept increases rehabilitation performance and realizes the low cost.

Fig. 9. A flow chart of assistance algorithm.

C. Guiding to Seating Position

From the opinions of nursing specialists, a patient should go straight path especially when he walks to backward. Therefore, after detecting the target chair, our active walker guides a patient using a following path as Fig.10. The first, the walker moves to backward as allow (1) in Fig.10. The second, it rotates at same spot as allow (2) and finally, it moves to the seating position.

For guiding the patient softly, the system uses a damping control [15] as (7). The coordination is defined in Fig.7.

\[ \tau = c v_{\text{ref}} - B(u - u_0) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \( v_{\text{ref}} \) is velocity control reference which is derived using the position information by LRF between the active walker and the target seating position. \( u \) is the applied load to the walker and \( u_0 \) is the threshold which selects from damping control mode and velocity control mode. \( c \) and \( B \) are coefficients. (\( B = 0 \text{ if } u < u_0 \))

The output force is limited to \( \tau_0 \) as (5) for safety reason.

V. Experiments

Here, we verify the performance of our prototype system by the experiment. In this experiment, testers use the special wearing equipment for the experience of the elderly [18]. This wear limits the motion of the tester body as elderly.

In this experiment, we test three cases. The first, we test the body stability control during standing up motion. The second, we test the adjustment assistance for the target seating position. Finally, we test the assistance performance for standing up, walking and sitting motion as daily activity.

A. Body Stability Control

In this experiment part, the tester stands using our assistance system which utilize our force control scheme [10]. The height of the tester is 1.7[m] and our system lifts him at 30[sec]. For verifying an effectiveness of our proposed scheme, we test two cases. One case uses our proposed body stability control scheme and the other case does not use it for standing assistance. The coordination is defined as Fig.8.

Fig.12 shows the movement of our active walker utilizing proposed control. After 25[%] movement pattern, system starts to coordinate the body balance of the patient, because in this period, our assistant manipulator uses force control mode and the posture of the patient is not maintained as references.

Fig.13 shows the COG of the patient and we can verify that our system coordinate the body balance according to the reference of the nursing specialists.

Furthermore, seven aged users test our prototype. They are 67 years old and more, and their care levels of Japanese Long-term Care Insurance System [1] are 1 or 2.

They stand up using our assistance system twice. One case uses our proposed body stability control scheme and the other case does not use it. We question them about the following topics after standing up with our assistance system.

- Question1: Comparing with standing up using only your own strength, do you feel to easy for standing up using our system? We evaluate the inferior feeling is 1 point, same feeling is 3 points and good feeling is 5 points.
- Question2: Do you feel to fear of falling during standing up using our assistance system? We evaluate the inferior feeling is 1 point, same feeling is 3 points and good feeling is 5 points.
Fig. 14 shows the opinions of elderly testers. Each bar shows the average and standard deviation of evaluation points in each case. From these results, using our body stability control, the patient feels easier for standing up and does not feel the fear of falling. Therefore, we can evaluate our scheme is effective.

![Fig. 14 Organoleptic evaluation of our prototype.](image)

**B. Seating Position Adjustment**

In this experiment part, the tester with wearing equipment [18] walks to the seating position according to our assistance. In preliminary experiment, we set a suitable seating position (and admissible area) which enables the patient to sit down the target chair easily as Fig. 15(a). In this experiment, our proposed system guides him to this target position ten times.

From these results as Fig. 15(b), our system can adjust the seating position with enough accuracy for sitting down. Our system uses damping control as (8) for safety reason. Thus, the results have a range. (But they are within admissible area.)

![Fig. 15. Assistance to the seating position.](image)

**C. General Experiment**

Here, we verify the general performance of our prototype system by the experiment. This experiment assumes typical action of elderly (the movement from the chair to the bed in same room) in their daily life.

As the result of the experiment, our system can assist the patient as Fig. 16. The first, the tester stands up from the left chair with standing assistance of our proposed system (Fig. 16(a)-(c)). The second, he walks to near the target bed himself (Fig. 16(c)-(d), Our system does not assist him. The third, our system adjusts the seating position (Fig. 16(d)-(e)) and assists the sit down motion (Fig. 16(f)).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we develop an active walker system for standing, walking and seating operation continuously which cooperates the developed standing assistance system with safety and stability. For realizing these conditions, our walker coordinates the assisting position cooperating the standing assistance manipulator according to the posture of the patient. Furthermore, our walker adjusts a seating position when the patient sit down which has high risk for falling down. Using our proposed system, the patient can use standing, walking and seating assistance continuously by a same device.
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